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CURRICULA FOR THE CLASSROOM 

 

 DEALING WITH HARD TIMES: JOB, ECCLESIASTES, HABAKKUK, LAMENTATIONS 
(BaptistWay Press) 13 lessons 
“We are not the first to experience troubling hard times, and we are not the first to try 
to understand why and what now. As we study these books, the hard circumstances of 
our lives may well make us want answers right now. The texts to be studied do provide 
some answers. In some ways, though, trying to grasp the meaning of suffering is like 
trying to use a rope to capture water. What we may well find is that the experience of 
God’s love and God’s presence with us in our suffering turns out to be more important 
than the intellectual answers we seek.” 

 PSALMS: SONGS FROM THE HEART OF FAITH (BaptistWay Press) 13 lessons 
“These lessons will provide opportunities both to study the psalms in their Old 
Testament context and also to take note of how early Christians made use of them. This 
study focuses on psalms that are quoted most often in the New Testament. As we study 
these psalms, let us listen for God’s message, and let us also learn to respond ourselves 
how our spiritual forebears responded in both the Old Testament and the New 
Testament.” 

 MATTHEW: LIVING AS DISCIPLES OF JESUS, by Guy Sayles (Smyth & Helwys) 4 lessons 
“Our understanding of Jesus and the Christian life would be greatly diminished without 
Matthew’s Gospel. Matthew’s Gospel seeks to form a community of faith where people 
faithfully confess Jesus as “the Messiah and Son of God” and follow him in lives of 
creative and adventurous discipleship. This Gospel intends to help people make a case 
for their confidence in Jesus in a context where many people have starkly different 
loyalties.” 

 MARK: FINDING OURSELVES IN THE STORY, by Brett & Carol Younger, (Smyth & 
Helwys), 4 lessons 
“The stories of Jesus are familiar to most of us. We have walked the paths of his life with 
him and his disciples over and over again. We could easily think that we are finished 
gleaning any new wisdom from these stories. The good news for those of us who have 
already read Mark’s Gospel, the first testament to the life of Jesus Christ, is that this 
living story, with its living characters, is never finished with us. Each time we encounter 
the Gospel of Mark, Christ confronts us with the opportunity to turn around, find the 
path new to us, and follow him on it.” 

 THE GOSPEL OF LUKE: JOURNEYING TO THE CROSS (BaptistWay Press) 13 lessons 
“In developing these lessons, the foremost concern has been to let the Gospel of Luke 
speak for itself rather than to impose ideas upon it. Within that concern are such factors 
as these: selecting passages that represent major emphases in the Gospel of Luke; 
selecting passage that apply to current lives of adults; and favoring events and teachings 
that appear only in Luke. These lessons are aimed at helping us join the first-century 
disciples, whom Jesus challenged to “take up their cross daily and follow me” (Luke 
9:23). Even though we are twenty centuries removed from Jesus’ issuing this call, the 
call comes to us, too.” 
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 THE BOOK OF ACTS: TOWARD BEING A MISSIONAL CHURCH  (BaptistWay Press)  
13 lessons 
“As we move through much of the Book of Acts in this study, our prime concern is not 
just to marvel at what Peter did or to learn when Paul was where on which missionary 
journey. Rather, as we study these Scriptures, we will be looking for what they say to us 
about our work as a church--what they say about your  church and what you and your 
church need to do. The hope is that this study will help your church move toward 
becoming a church that is truly a missional church. 

 SESSIONS WITH PETER: DISCOVERING GOD’S ENCOURAGEMENT FOR THE CHRISTIAN 
JOURNEY by Sarah Jackson Shelton (Smyth & Helwys) 10 lessons 
“Shelton connects today’s readers of these passages to the tangible encouragement 
that these letters offer. Just like the example of Jesus, Peter reminds us that our call is to 
be found faithful to God’s grace in spite of persecution, temptation, alienation, or social 
oppression. As it was to its original audience, Peter’s encouragement for us to stay true 
to our Christian beliefs is a welcome drink of cold water in what can often seem a 
spiritual desert.” 

 REVELATION: WEAVING A TAPESTRY OF HOPE by David May (Smyth & Helwys)  
4 lessons 
“By interweaving the ancient world of the original writer, John, with contemporary 
concerns of the church, this volume helps learners see that Revelation continues to 
reveal truths to those who seek to hear its original message. Readers are challenged to 
study Revelation from the vantage points of history, culture, original audience, and 
literary skills of its writer. Those who study Revelation can also learn how to empathize 
with those for whom this book was originally written.” 

 JESUS IS LORD: EXPLORING THE MEANING OF JESUS’ LORDSHIP 
A BAPTIST DOCTRINE AND HERITAGE STUDY FOR LIFE TODAY by Howard K. Batson 
(BaptistWay Press) 7 lessons 
“The earliest followers of Christ made the powerful declaration: “Jesus is Lord.” This 
brief and seemingly simple affirmation of faith in Jesus is the most foundational and 
ancient confession of the early church. At the heart of all that the church believes is the 
Lordship of this Jewish rabbi who lived long ago. Only one idea--the Lordship of Jesus--
serves as the foundation of Christianity, the anchor of the church. As we will soon 
discover in this book, the Lordship of Jesus serves as the very bedrock of the Christian 
faith. Therefore, we need to understand better what it means to say with our hearts and 
our heads that the man named Jesus is Lord.” 

 FORGIVENESS: MAKING PEACE WITH THE PAST by Douglas Connelly (InterVarsity Press) 
8 lessons 
“Christians rejoice in the forgiveness we receive from God, but the rub comes from 
other people. When we hurt the people we love, how do we go about restoring the 
relationship? When we suffer the pain of betrayal or injury or rejection from someone 
else, how do we deal with the anger and resentment we feel? Living out God’s truth will 
require a great deal of courage and humility. This study guide follows two themes--
God’s forgiveness of us and our forgiveness of others.” 
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 BELIEFS IMPORTANT TO BAPTISTS (BaptistWay Press) 13 lessons 
“This Study Guide is intended to provide guidance and content as you study the biblical 
bases of some beliefs that are important to Baptists. The intention of these study 
materials is that you study the Bible carefully with the aid of these comments as you 
seek to understand these beliefs.” 


